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In Autumn this year a number of political articles surfaced that voiced concerns about self confessed working British Government agents that are based 
inside of the Republic of Ireland, mentioning very serious allegations made against them,the first being 5 million dollars of Bitcoins belonging to a 
“Wiki” based publishing interest that where destroyed by agents who claimed to have worked for the Irish police and secondly a written notification 
published to the existence of what seemingly appears to be Irish newspaper printed antisemitic journalism which makes for extremely concerning 
dialogue ,which from what ever angle of legal understanding,quite simply isnt going to go away.

Further concerns of yet more Espionage activity within the Republic of Ireland??

“Culprits openly brag about what they have done in their past whilst both press and political organizations seemingly turn a blind eye”.  W.W.V publishing.

Does publishing this information here actually help in any way at all to prove that the Irish Government is in fact guilty today of implementing secret 
“covert” policies and practices that physically protect Politicians and others who purposely remain silent about blatant Human rights offenses having being 
committed  by British persons working for and paid for by the Irish state amongst others?,and the answer to that question must be certianly,yes! as these are
very real factual claims made inside of the recently produced W.W.V articles that unfolds an episode of Irish Espionage that exposes the extent to which 
certain people in Ireland lie,cheat and steal.

More importantly we ask ourselves why does the present Government continue to allow the Gardai to remain unaccountable for their obvious involvement 
in this affair when there is supportive data based records that hold them directly responsible for working alongside British agents,Many years ago GSOC 
Chairman Simon O Brien was grilled live on “air” about the (Irish Police complaints authority) using police agents and yet the radio station at the time 
conveniently forgot to mention to the audience the fact that Mr O Brien himself worked as an undercover British Police Officer,therefore the 
conclusion is that there have been and still are mechanisms in place in Ireland to protect British agents from being publically exposed.


